24 hour Emergency Service

We are registered members of the Dublin Animal Emergency Service which operates the only dedicated Pet Emergency Hospital in Ireland. We were one of the group of practices who invested in and launched the service in Dublin in 2004. The benefit of having the service is the provision of dedicated out of hours veterinary care. There are always experienced veterinary surgeons and veterinary nurses on site to take your calls and provide emergency treatment and hospitalisation where necessary. Full reports are faxed overnight so that the treatment can continue seamlessly when our hospital re-opens. Currently the Pet Emergency Hospital is based in Belfield (U.C.D).

The dedicated out of hours phone number is: **01 2609920**

How to get there:

Travelling northbound on the M11 from Bray/Greystones, take the slip road off the M11 on to the Stillorgan Dual Carriageway (N11). Continue to travel northbound until you see the Radisson Hotel on your right.

Keep in the left lane (beside bus lane) and take the first slip road up to the flyover bridge, where you will turn left into the UCD Belfield Campus.

As you enter you will see a security hut, turn right after it and follow the road to the end. At the UVH take a left into the small client car park.